Topic 9: Write about your ideal vacation plan
My ideal holiday plan will be is to traveling around Barcelona, Spain.
I’ve been to Barcelona once, but I couldn’t stay there long enough to explore the
city well. I’d love to go there again. Some people might say that they want
relaxed a relaxing beach resort for their holiday, but I don’t need to lie on the
beach to relax. When I have a long holidays, I’d rather go explore the city,
walking around, and experienceing new things, though. Though Barcelona has
does have beautiful beaches.
The main reason that I’d love to go there to Barcelona for my holiday is the
buildings therein Barcelona. I love all the of Antoni Gaudi’s magnificent works.
There are lots of his works in Barcelona., S such as, Sagrada Familia, Casa batllo
Batlló, and Casa Mila and others. etc. One of my favorite buildings is Casa
batllo Batlló. I’d like to visit it again and take a closer look of at the building. All
the curvy wooden doors and walls make me wonder how he managed to build
such a wonderful building in old times. Looking at all the designs in the house
will never makes me bored. and I can sit there for hours. Visiting all the
buildings which Gaudi designed, bar crawling, eating Spanish food and maybe
I’ll be lying on the beach are all things I’d like to do in Barcelona. I hope one day
I can take a long holiday and visit the this city again.
Teacher’s Comments: Great essay! You did a very good job explaining your
reasons for wanting to visit Barcelona again. Your essay made me interested in
learning more about Gaudi’s works. I can see why Casa Batlló is one of your
favorites, what an interesting building. I too hope to visit Barcelona someday to
see his works in person! If you would like to expand your essay, I encourage you
to write more about the other reasons you listed at the end (bar crawling, eating
Spanish food, and lying on the beach).

Comment [e1]: Or “vacation” - American
English uses the word “vacation,” while
British English uses the word “holiday”

Comment [e2]: When making a list with
verbs, be sure the endings are all in
agreement
Comment [e3]: You listed some other
reasons at the end so use main here because
this is the most important reason for you.
Comment [e4]: List the noun first, then the
pronoun.
Comment [e5]: Be sure to capitalize proper
nouns
Comment [e6]: The second part is not a
complete sentence, but rather a clause of the
first section

黒・・・生徒が書いた文章
取消線・・・先生が削除した文章
赤色・・・先生が追加した文章
青色・・・先生のアドバイス
緑・・・先生のコメント

